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SPECIAL ARTICLE 

' lrficrov,;ruves in 1uetlicaf and biological research 
Hy J. E. Rosrnrs, D.Sc., F.Inst.P., and H. F. Com~, Ph.D., F.Inst.P., Department of Physics Applied ---- to Medicine, The Middlesex Hospital, London, W.l 

Recent work on the absorption of microwave radiation in the .frequency range J09 c/s to 3 x 10rn c/s is reviewed, with particular reference to materials of biological interest. The relative importance of ionic conduction, dipolar rdax:::ition, particularly of water molecules, and resonance is discussed briefly. Conveational methods for dielectric constant and loss measurements at micro-• wave frequencies can be adapted for use with biological materials and a number of such modifications is described. The re:::ults of investigations into the dielectric properties of water, the most abundant biological ma:.erial, proteins and a variety of body tissues are outlined and discussed in tern.1s of established dielectric theory. High power microwave generators have been used to study tissue heating, the heating pattern comparing favourably with predictions from the radiation propagat.ion constants and the therm.al properties of the materials. A few experiments · on the effects of microwaves on animal tumours and on viruses are described. 

INTRODUCTION relaxation processes. Investigatic,ns of the dielectric 
properties at microwave frequencies of biological 
materials have been included in this field, although, 
in an embryonic state, useful information regarding 
relaxation processes and molecular structure in living 
tissues and protein solutions has already been obtained. 
The propagation constants of human tissue,s, as deter
mined from dielectric constant measurement'>, have been 
of great value in connexion with studies of microwave 
propagation in the human body. 

Electromagnetic radiation has been used as a-therapeutic 
.i::c:it in medicine for many ·centuries, and long before 
; 1;c:;r nature was understood heating by infra-red rays 
.1nd the curious beneficial effects of solar ultra-violet 
.,,, c,(; well appreciated. In more recent times, extensions 
,,f tte known electromagnetic spectrum seem to have 
bl inevitably to a study of the biological effects of 
t:;c radiations and the possibilities of their use in 
:,'.('dicine. The discovery of X-rays and its immediate 
,\,nsequences produced new tools, not only for the di:1gnosis and tre:atment of disease, but for fundamental ABSORPTION BY BIOLOGICAL MATER!ALS IN ~1.udies of both anim.ate and inanimate matte;. On the THE MI CROW Av E REGION uihf:'r hand, although the results :::.re not so spectacular, In a review such as this it will be of vah.:ie briefly to ih~ use of high frequency currents in the "radio" range outline the relative importance of the different pro,/ frequencies, where localized or general body heating cesses whic.h may give rise to the absorption of energy i•; required, is an accepted feature in the practice of from microwave radiation propagated in biological ;,!iysiotherapy. materials. 

Developments during the 1939-45 war opened up a From the point of view of microwave propagation, l:!rgcly neglected range of the spectrum when pulsed 111.ost materials of biological interest can be J:egarded as · :rnd continuous wave sources of ra<liations between l "lossy" dielectrics which are frequently macroscopically \ ·nd 50 cm wavelength were produced for use in radar. or microscopically heterogeneous. The processes by During the war many speculative inquiries came to which dielectric loss occurs and thereby energy is trans;;,ispit:il departments concerning the possible physio- ferred to the medium depend obviously on the nature >.~•ical ill effects of these radiations on operntors. of the material and the frequency range of ra<l.iations in 11 tlservers who investigated this problem, Daily,Ol use. Electronic conduction does not enter into the ! ·1l!is,<2l and Lidman and Cohen,(3) found no evidence question, but ionic conductivity, resonance and molecular ,f a biological effect other than that due to heat pro- relaxation are all possibilities. :'.,ct ion. Hence no serious ill effects of microwave In general, ionic conductivity is frequency independent ·: ,1ii:ition were envisaged. On the contrary, it was up to frequencies higher than those considered here. -•i,sidcrcd that microwave radiation might prove a However, in heterogeneous materials such as animal -,' d'ul thermogenic agent in the practice of physio- tissues and cell suspensions, specific ionic conductivity , · '::-r'.'.py if the prolJ!ems of dosage measurement and increases with inc!'easing frequency up to the region of · :hod of application to patients could be solved. 108 c/s. This effect is due to intracellular fluids being ·' :::sical investigations have been carried out with 'this separated from the extracellular fluid by thin non-1':,·-:t in view. Concurrently, the. search for any specific conducting membranes. Cell contents are thus shielded '. <::on c:f i'1tense microwave fields on micro-organisms, from low-frequency fields, but are able to provide · ;, t', p::rticles, and other biological molecules has been increasing contributions to dielectric loss as the frequency ',nr..,~nced. rises. At microwave frequi:ncies the effect of the cell ?he ready availability of stable Jow 0power sources of membranes becomes negligible and the specific ionic :,:rnv:aves gave impetus to the study of the behaviour conductivity of a cell suspension can be assumed constant , i· I · · u•,: ectrics at th~se frequencies and of molecular in the microwave region at a value higher than obtains \t.)f - 3, FEBRUARY 1952 33 
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at lower frequencies. This is exemplified below in the 
case of whole blood. 

It is interesting to speculate on the possibilities of 
resonance absorption in the microwave region by mole
cules which make up living matter and the consequent 
possibilities of specific biological actions which may be 
used diagnostically or therapeutically. Although, in the 
opinion of some authorities, resonance absorption at 
microwave frequencies is a possible process of absorption 
by large biological molecules, it is likely that the 
practical importance of such absorption in therapeutic 
applications would be very small, though it would be 
of great interest from the point of view of molecular 
structure. With one or two possible exceptions, evidence 
of such absorption at micrmvave frequencies is as yet 
lacking. 

The third process to be considered is the relaxation of 
dipolar molecules or groups. The relaxation times of 
proteins in aqueous solution are in the region of 10-7 sec, 
giving maximum energy absorption per cycle in the 
ordinary radio-frequency range (106 c/s). Water, on the 
other hand,· shows anomalous dispersion in the range 
109 to 1011 c/s so that it is strongly absorbent in the 
microwave region. Since water is a major constituent 
of all living biological material, its relaxation plays a 
prominent part in absorption processes. Up to the 
present, significant absorption by dipole orientation of 
other constituent molecules or groups in such materials 
has not been demonstrated. 

Summarizing, it can be said that: (a) ionic con
ductivity in biological materials is frequency independent 
in the microwave region, and provides an energy loss per 
cycle inversely proportional to frequency; (b) energy 
loss per cycle due to water relaxation increases with 
frequency through the microwave region and becomes 
maximal at frequencies (depending on temperature) in 
the region of 2 x 1010 c/s; and (c) significant micro
wave absorption by resonance processes or by dipole 
orientation in molecules other than water has not yet 
been found. 

An example of the relative importance of ionic con
ductivity and water relaxil.tion can be given in the case 
of human muscular tissue. The ratio of the contribu
tions to dielectric loss by ionic conductivity and water 
relaxation decreases from 14 at 109 c/s (free-space wave
length= 30 cm) to 0·05 at 3 x 1010 c/s _ (free-space 
wavelength = 1 cm), . with equal contributions at 
approximately 4 x 1()9 c/s. The combined effect on the 
linear energy absorption coefficient for plane waves 
propagated in human muscle is to cause this coefficient to 
increase slowly with frequency from 109 c/s to 3 x 109 c/s, 
and then much more rapidly as the frequency increases 
above 3 x 109 c/s. 

paratively large. The experimental problem involves 
the adaptation of existing methods to the peculiaririe, 
of the media under consideration. 

Methods of measurement of the dielectric constant o: 
conventional dielectrics at microwave frequencies ar, 
based on well-known relationships (see, for example. 
von Hippe! and Breckenridge,<4) or Jackson<5>) betweci. 
the dielectric constant and other parameters. Red. 
heffer<6> has provided a valuable survey and summari 
of thirty existing methods. In principle, any of thes, 
methods could be used to determine the dielectric 
constant and loss of materials of biological interest. 
However, the high dielectric constant and loss of mo;; 
biological substances, together with their other peculia"r 
properties, liJJ1it the choice of method. 

Experience has shown that, to achieve the highcs: 
accuracy, methods of choice are those in which measur(• 
ments are made in the material itself. Thus direc: 
measurements of et (the attenuation coefficient) and f. 
(the phase constant) for progressive or stationary wavei 
in the material (contained in coaxial line or wave-guide, 
lead to the calculation of the complex dielectric constan: 
from its relationship with the propagation constant, 
IX+jf3. 

Buchanant7> has recently devised null methods usec 
successfully for accurate measurements of both IX and f 
in liquid or solid materials of biological interest a: 
frequencies near 1010 and 2 ·4 x 1010 c/s. In one method. 
one output from an oscillator feeds via wave-=guide to :, 
liquid cell and another to a cut-off attenuator. The ow 
puts of both feed the arms of a hybrid tee from whici. 
the combined signal goes to a wave-guide mixer. Usin; 
a receiver as detector, phase and magnitude balance e' 
the two signals is obtained at as many consecutive waw 
lengths in the cell as possible. Accurate measurement· 
of IX and /3 are thus obtained. A modification of thi· 
method using a probe at two fixed points in a sample c 
material in a short-circuited wave-guide section can t·: 
used for both liquid arid solid specimens with a wid. 
range of loss characteristics. · A method described r: 
Collie and others<8> has provided accurate results for ti:. 
dielectric constant of water and ionic solutions. Th; 
method involves direct measurement of IX in two specimc, 
filled wave-guides, the dimensions of which are chose 
to be just above, and just below, cut-off. The metlll'
has also been used recently for measurements on protc;. 
solutions.<9> 

For measurements on liquid biological materials<10
> •: 

frequencies in the range 1 · 5 x 109 to 5 x 109 c/s 
has been found convenient to use a method which is t: 
coaxial version of a twin-line method employed f:· 
investigations on water and ionic solutions by Knerr'' 
and Cooper.02> In this method, the signal strength : 
an air-filled section of line is dependent on the positi, 

TECHNIQUES FOR DIELECTRIC CONSTANT of a movable short-circuiting plunger in an adjacc' 
MEASUREMENTS specimen-filled section. Observations of plunger positi( 

In the study of absorption processes the fundamental and the corresponding signal strength when the lat'.: 
problem· reduces to the· measurement over a wide passes through minimum and maximum· values provi_: 

· frequency range of a complex dielectric constant, directly the propagation constant of the wave in t: 
e' - je", where the loss tangent, e" /e', may be com- specimen. ~ 
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Englan<lC13,t 4) has reported the use of the Roberts and 
1on Hippe! method for measurement of the microwave 
Ji:lcctric constant of human tissue specimens. In this 
rncthod the standing wave set up in an air-filled sectio_n 
,1f 11ave-guide or coaxial line terminated by a specimen
n:!cd short-circuited section is measured. England 
::mploycd different sets of wave-guide apparatus for each 
!·r.:qucncy used and found it convenient to ·use half
., .. m:lcngth distrene transformers between the specimen 
.: nJ air-filled sections. Cook<15> has also. investigated the 
,iiclcctric behaviour of human tissues at microwave 
f.·~quencies by means of the Roberts and von Rippel 
method. In these studies one coaxial line apparatus 
cared for measurements on a single specimen over a 
r.inge of frequency from I· 5 X 109 to 5 x 109 c/s. 
\ fc:iture of this adaptation was the use of a slotted 
Distrcne-filled line in place of the usual air-filled slotted 
v:ction. This overcame difficulties regarding the forma
i:C'n of a plane dielectric interface (involving some com
r;cssion when soft tissues are concerned) without intro
ducing complications arising from the need to cover in 
.: single apparatus a wide frequency range. 

for low loss materials, such as fatty acid esters and 
rlyccrides, much work has been done by the Roberts and 
1 on Hippe! method using conventional air-filled slotted 
,,-ctions of wave-guide and coaxial line in which to make 
~nnding wave measurements. Resonant cavity methods 
:!re not suitable for dielectric measurements on high loss 
biological materials. However, Bayley06> has employed · 
,i c0ax;a1 line resonator method for investigations of the 
,'.1c!cctric properties of solid crystalline proteins over a 
:·rcquency range centred near 3 x 109 c/s (7 · 3 cm 
:o 15 · 3 cm wavelength). This method was chosen by 
lLiylcy because solid proteins have low dielectric loss 
.,nd :-ire only ::vailable in small quantities. 

DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF WATER AT 
MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES 

from which the relaxation time of the process concerned 
can be derived. Some values of the relaxation time so 
derived are shown in Table 3. 

Table 1. Dielectric constants for water at different wavelengths 
at 20° C 

wai,elcngrh 
e' e" (cm) 

10·00 77·7 13·0 
6·48 74·0 18·8 
3· 195 61 ·5 31 ·6 
l ·262 31 ·O 35·7 

Table 2. Dielectric constants for water at 3 · 195 cm 
Temperature 

(" C) 

0 
5 

IO 
20 
30 
40 
50 

(43·4) 
49·6 
54·4 
61·5 
64·8 
65·5 
64·6 

(41 · l) 
39·2 
37· l 
31 ·6 
25·6 
20·9 
17·0 

Table 3. Relaxation time for dipolar orientation in water 
Temperature (° C) 

0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 

CaokllOl 

l ·78 X 
I ·28 
0·93 
0·72 
0·60 
0·50 

10-11 sec 
Collie and otlrers'Bl 

l ·77 x 10-1 1 sec 
1 ·27 
0·96 
0·74 
0·59 
.0·48 

Single values are given in Table 3 but, as pointed out 
by Cook, the experimental results are equally consistent 
with the existence of a small spread of relaxation times 
in water. Such a small distribution of relaxation times 
can be invoked to link the experimental microwave and 
long infra-red dielectric constants without introducing 
any additional dispersion process between the two parts 
of the spectrum. 

Further analysis indicates that the relaxation process 
in water is closely linked with the rupture and formation 
of hydrogen bonds. Large increases in the relaxation 
time of water have been shown<18

•19
) to take place in 

mixtures of water with dioxan, a substance with which 
water forms hydrogen bonds. The influence on the 
water relaxation time of hydrogen and other types of 
intermolecular bonding between the water and other 
molecules and groups (particularly those of biological 
interest) is being investigated further by Hasted, Haggis 
and Buchanan. 

By far the most abundant and probably the most 
, :;:1portant biological material is water. Any biophysical 
: •:udy, therefore, in the microwave region should be 
• ~~ccedcd by an investigation of the dielectric properties 
· f water at these frequencies. A considerable amount 
' • -...-ork on these lines Jias been carried out but, un
t • •rtunately, many early investigators used damped 
· · ,!,·cs, and techniques used more recently have not 
· \•.-:iys been conducive to accuracy. Collie, Hasted and 
· · i:son,<8> however, have published a comprehensive 
'. •;ics of experimental results of considerable accuracy 
: 1 irater between wavelengths 1 cm and IO cm (3 x 1010 
' ·:d 3 X 109 c/s) and at various temperatures. More DIELECTRIC PROPER TIES OF BODY TISSUES :<:.:ntly Cook,<10> using quite different techniques, has AT MI CROW A VE FREQUENCIES '~,ffrmed the results. Some examples of the values of The use in medicine for therapeutic tissue heating of ·· ~ complex dielectric constant are shown in Tables condenser field methods has led to a number of studies i' ~nd 2. of the dielectric properties of animal tissues in . the · In analysing these results, it can be assumed that the "radio" range of wavelengths from 3 to 20 m and beyond 

l 
! 

• !y effect contributing to the Joss is orientation polariza- (see, for example, Rajewsky<20> and Iwase<21 >). In the ::, ionic conductivity and resonance being effectively ; microwave region, much less information is available ·· ••:nt. On this assumption, the results can be studied in (England and Sharples,<13> England,<14> Cook<15,22>). ::-ns of Debye's<17> theory of dispersion in polar liquids, Dielectric measurements in this range on blood, the \'cL. 3, FEBRUARY 1952 35 
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tissue with the best known structure, are of particular 

interest. Typical results<10> for .whole human blood are 

shown in Fig. 1 together with comparable results for pure 

water at the same temperature. 

so.---"----.----.---,---,-----, 

---X-- -

C' .... .. 

IO' 10'0 10" 

frequency (c/s) 

Fig. t. Variation with frequency of£' and £
11 for pure water 

and whole human blood at 35° C 

Experimental points: o = water; x = blood. 
Theoretical: Full curves-water; 

broken curves-blood. 
(From reference 10.) 

Comparison indicates that the dispersion region of r/ 

for blood is the same as that for water and is due to the 

orientation polarization of the water molecules present 

for human erythrocytes of intracellular haemoglobit~ 

hydration and the ionic conductivity of the intracelluia, 

fluid. This is probably the first experimental detcrmin:t

tion of haemoglobin hydration in human erythrocyte 

contents without destruct.ion of the cells. The estimate~ 

of hydration and ionic conductivity depend very much 

on the validity of theories for inhomogeneous media. 

That of Fricke<25l has been used in this case and has giver. 

results in accord with expectations. · 

Turning now to solid human tissues, England<13, 1~ 

has made dielectric measurements on specimens of skir,_ 

fat, bone, and some tumour tissues at 10 · 0, 3 · 2 an,~ 

1 ·27 cm free-space wavelengths. Cook0 5l has ab~ 

investigated various types of normal and pathologic-::'. 

human tissues at wavelengths between 6 and 17 cm. 

Results obtained at 10·07 cm wavelength are show:. 

in Table 4. 

Table 4. Dielectric constants of human tissues 

Wavelength, 10·07 cm; temperature, 37° C 

Skin 
(a) Breast 
(b) Sole of foot 
(c) Near faecal fistula 

:Muscle 

· (a) Pectoralis major 
(b) Soleus 

Fatty tissues 

(a) Breast (normal) 
(b) Breast (fibrosed by X-rays) 
(c) Abdominal wall 
(d) Near faecal fistula 

Bone 
Mid-tibia 

£' 
40·0 
42·4 
51·1 

50·0 
51·0 

3·94 
14·7 
4·92 
7·0 

8·35 

£·,, 

12·3 
13· l 

· 15·2 

17· l 
18·0 

0·87 
3·95 
l ·46 
1 ·75 

1·32 

in the blood. Variations in £", however, suggest that The properties of skin and muscle may be interpret~ 

there is another contribution. to the dielectric loss in in very much the same way as those of blood, namely;. 

addition to the water molecule relaxation. As the terms of water molecule relaxation and of ionic ce~ 

relaxation time of protein molecules is in the region of ductivity. As before, the dispersion effects of inhom 

10-7 sec, it is safe to assume that this relaxation makes geneity appear to be negligible at microwaYe frequenci: 

a negligible contribution in the microwave region. The microwave results have been shown to be in accc: 

The additional loss is, therefore, that due to ionic with estimates of dielectric constant and loss calcu!at

conduction. It has been reported<22) that the blood from the known chemical composition of these tissu, 

results satisfy the Debye dispersion equations if an approximate protein hydration· and extra-cellular th. 

additional term allowing for ionic conductivity is volume. 

included. It has also been shown(lO) that the microwave Fatty tissues and bone present a much more diffic: 

ionic conductivity and dielectric constant, E', of whole problem. In general the fluid contents are lower t[, 

blood are consistent with Danzer's<23> extension of for skin and muscle and vary quite considerably fr, 

Wagner's(24> dispersion theory for inhomogeneous one specimen to another. Furthermore, it seems possi':

dielectrics. This theory exphins approximately the large that dispersion in the microwave region due to inhoi:: 

drop in E' (from about 5 000 at low frequencies to about geneily is superimposed on that caused by water rel::· 

56 at microwave frequencies), and the attendent increase tion in the case of these tissues. 

in specific conductivity as the frequency increases. It is interesting to note that in this series of obscr: 

Wagner's theory leads to dispersion equations of the tions the two specimens of pathological tissues, t:11 

same form as the Debye equations, with a time constant from near a fistula and from a fibrosed breast, s!:, 

(relaxation time) related to cell membrane and intra- different dielectric properties from the corresponL: · 

cellular fluid constants. normal. This is almost certainly due to a difference 

Further analysis of the results has also yielded estimates water content. '-
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DIELECTRIC PROPER TIES OF PROTEIN 
SOLUTIONS AND SOLID PROTEINS 

~lcasurements made in the· conventional radio
fn:qucncy range show that relaxation of protein molecules 
in aqueous solution occurs in the region of 106 to 107 c/s 
.ind that the dielectric constant, <=', falls to a steady 
\:due,<=*, at frequencies lower than those of microwaves. 
The contributions to the dielectric constant and loss of 
such solutions from protein orientation polarization are, 
therefore, negligible at microwave frequencies. In 
;-ihysiological processes, however, the hydration of 
protein molec'Jles in aqueous solution is of considerable 
importance. Hasted, Ritson and ColJiel26> have shown· 
1hat microwave measurements on ionic solutions can 
,;in: estimates of the hydration of ions and recently 

· ! Ltggis, Hasted and Buchanan<9> have extended this idea 
IL) protein solutions. Measured dielectric constants of 
hc;\·ine serum albumin solutions satisfy the Debye 
,·qu:1tions with relaxation times as for water and with 
, :dues of <=* decreasing with increasing concentration. 
This decrement is interpreted as being due to the binding 
of a proportion of the water molecules to the protein in 
such a way as to prevent them contributing to E*. The 
t'Xpcrimental results of Haggis and others lead to a 
hydration of 0· 15 ± 0· 1 gram water/gram protein and 
:;uggest an elongated form of molecule. This figure is 
lower than that generally accepted, but it takes account 
only of non-relaxing water molecules and some of the 
1nolecules bound to the protein surface may be able to 
rn:ikr a contribution to c*. Similar investigations have 
been carried out with methaemoglobin. FU!ther work 
t1n other proteins and particularly on smaller molecules 
such as amino acids is now being carried out with a view 
to more detailed interpretation of protein structure and 
hy<lration. ~ 

Investigations of the dielectric properties of some solid 
crystalline proteins, amino acids and peptides have 
r(·ce~tly been reported by Bayley.<16> All the materials 
st ud~cd showed dispersion, in the microwave region, 
;1oss1bly due to relaxation of polar groups or a resonance. 
However, Bayley remarks that it is not certain to what 
,Xicnt the dispersion is due to sorbed water. 

collaborators.<27• 28> In this work the generator consisted 
of an air-cooled continuous wave magnetron from which 
the energy (free-space wavelength 12 cm) was fed by a 
coaxial cable to a director system. The latter, in most 
cases, consisted of a dipole with a reflector in the form 
of a hemisphere from 4 to 6 inches in diameter.· During 
irradiation the director is placed a few centimetres 
away from the skin surface, and skin and subcutaneous 
temperatures are measured by means of thermocouples 
immediately after switching off. With this arrangement, 
as with earlier forms of high-frequency heating, dosage 
measurement, in the accepted sense of the estimation of· 
absorbed energy at points in the tissues, is almost 
impossible. This is largely due to the difficulties in 
predicting the propagation pattern of the radiation and 
the effects of surface reflection. Control is exercised in 
terms of the power output of the generator, the director
skin distance and the time of exposure, with the patient's 
sensation acting as a limiting factor. Using generator 
powers of the order of 50 to 100 W the American workers 
carried out extensive investigations on the temperature 
rises produced in animals and humans and on the effects 
of the irradiation on blood circulation. 

A considerable advance towards the solution of the 
physical problems of microwave therapy is reported by 
Boyle and others,<29> and Cook.<30> In their original 
arrangement, pulsed radiation from a radar set is trans
mitted directly by way of :rectangular wave-guide to 
applicators (wave-guide flare, etc.) in contact with the 
tissues. The introduction of a mismatch unit ensures 
that all energy passing thongh the guide enters the 
tissues. This energy can be measured by means of a 
calibrated wattmeter, thus providing a physically sound 
dosage system. Owing to the utilization of all the trans
mitted energy in this method, powers required for 
therapeutic heating are much lower than when the 
applicator or director is used at a distance from the skin. 
A further advantage of the contact applicator method is 
that, by placing a fine wire thermojunction across the 
aperture, at right angles to the electric field vector, there 
is no direct heating of the couple due to field pick-up and 
so skin temperatures can be measured during exposures. 

Recently in the writers' laboratory, a mobile con-
TISSUE HEATING BY MI CROW A YES tinuous wave apparatus has been constructed, in which 

the microwave power at 9·4cm wavelength is fed by 
As long ago as 1890, d'Arsonval demonstrated that way of a flexible coaxial cable to interchangeable 

'\ 1'cn cu t f f · h : .. ·,' ' rren s o requenc1es greater t an 10 000 c/s rectangular and circular wave-guide applicators. This 
,·.ere passed through the human body, there was no makes a very suitable arrangement for clinical trials of. 
~:uscular contraction, but heating of the tissues resulted. microwave heating (Fig. 2). 
,~:.nee that time, ti~sue heating by high-frequency currents The results published by Cook<30> show that with an 
. ,.s been a routme procedure in physiotherapy. In input power of the order of 0·5 W per cm2 the skm 
•

11 c. ear_ly l 930's the development of valves capable of temperature rises by about' 10° C and then remains 
:,:dlatmg _at hi~h powers in the 30 Mc/s range led to constant. At higher powers, pain and burning intervene 
;_,_~ use ~f rnduction and condenser field heating at these before the constant level is reached. Cooling is mairily 
· ,qucnc1es. · due to blood circulation. This is demonstrated by 
.. ,:Vith the introduction of the cavity magnetron, extend- occluding the circulation during exposure when the skin 

·::: tl:e f:equency range to 3 000 Mc/s and over, the temperature rises almost linearly to the maximum 
. "est 1gat10n of the clinical possibilities of these radia- tolerable level. · 
.; 

1 ns _follo\~ed. naturally. The early development of The variation of temperature with tissue depth is ccm
.. ese mvest1gahons was largely due to Krusen and his plicated by the differences in the dielectric properties of 
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Fig. 2. Continuous wave set (,\ = 9·4 cm) for therapeutic 
applications, with power output up to 50 W 

the tissue layers. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 by one 
curve taken from Cook's results. The curve refers to the 
application of 3 watts for 2 minutes over an area of 
lO cm2 on a human thigh. The effect of the presence of 
a 6 mm layer of fat of lower dielectric loss than skin and 
muscle is clearly shown in the trough of the curve. 

For the purpose of microwave propagation, the tissues 
may be regarded as a series of layers of homogeneous 
material with different dielectric constants and reflection 
coefficients. Usir.g the dielectric measurements described 
earlier it is then possible to calculate the electric field 
distribution in the tissues along the radiation beam axis. 
The energy absorption at any point is then proportional 
to (field)2 X '"" and so relative temperature rises can be 
estimated. The result of such a calculation for the 
particular example of the human thigh mentioned above 
is shown in Fig. 3. Heat flow is ignored in the ca1cula-
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Fig. 3. Variation of tissue temperature with depth in human 
thigh after 10 cm microwave exposure 

Curve I:......calculated (neglecting heat flow). 
II-experimental, after 2 min exposure: 

III-experimental, :ifter 4 min exposure. 

tion, but its effect would be expected to smooth the 
theoretical curve to the shape of that observed e.xperi. 
mentally. Recently,<30) a more detailed analysis has beei1 

made of the experimental results of tissue heating b" 
microwaves in terms of absorbed energy distribution and 
of linear heat flow in the irradiated region. For .short 
exposures the skin temperature rises observed lead to a 
thermal conductivity of tissues of 0 ·005 cal cm - 1 sec--' 
0 c-· 1, a figure in fair agreement with normally accepted 
values. If the exposure is prolonged the effective tissue 
conductivity increases rapidly, indicating the induction 
by the heating of.increased blood flow and hence tht 
removal of heat by the blood to 'neighbouring tissues. · 

RESONANT ARSORPTION IN THE MICROWAVE 

REGION 

In common with other parts of the electromagnetic 
spectrum, the idea of specific biological action in the 
radio wave range has long seemed attractive. Many 
claims to such specific action and therapeutic usefulness 
of high frequency currents corresponding to wavelengths 
in the 5-100 m range have been made. Although few 
workers interpreted the term "specific action" precisely, 
the phenomenon sought was essentially that of resonance 
absorption by vital biological molecules. Thus, if 
sufficiently st~?ng, it was hoped that such absorption 
could. lead to the inactivation of disease-producing 
orgamsms or molecules in vivo at a particular frequency, 
without causing a lll:rge general rise in temperature of 
the treated tissues. 

Claims made by other workers for specific action Jt 

different frequencies were investigated by Curtis, Dickrn, 
and Evans,<31 ) who showed that all the observed effect, 
could be attributed to general tissue heating by ioni, 
conduction currents. · 

The fundamental approach in the search for resonan' 
absorptions is by dielectric constant measurements usinc 
low radiation power levels. A report by Dryden an~ 
Jackson,<32> suggesting a possible resonant absorption ii: 

the microwave region by methyl palmitate, led tc 
dielectric studies of this fatty acid ester with a view k 
extension to the more biologically-important glyceride' 
An investigation on methyl palmitate in the microwa\,· 
region, using a number of frequencies greater than w~,, 
used by Dryden and Jackson and covering a wide tern· 
perature range, was reported by Cook and Buchanan.'3' 
Their results are summarized in Fig. 4. The plateau i~ 
the ~• cu.rve round about 4 x 109 c/s, where E" is : 
maximum, suggests a resonance absorptiop mechanisr' 
This suggestion is supported by the fact that the frequen~: · 
9f the absorption peak is independent of temperatur: 
and that the plateau in the €

1 curve persists at low ten> 
peratures. On the other hand, the variation of the pca1 

loss with temperature is the opposite to that which wou'~ 
be expected fro1i.1 resonance alone. It has been suggest..-· 
that the results might be due to both a relaxation and , 
resonant absorption process occurring together in t~· 
microwave region. Further work on other fatty ac:.' 
esters and related compounds is being carried on r' 
Buch~nan and will be reported in due course. 
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BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS Of MICROWAVES 1\II work on the biological effects of microwaves so far :~ported can be explained on the basis of general heat ;•;oduction in the extra- and intra-cellular fluids of tissues, er in the suspension medium of biologically-active agents ,. :1i:n these have been irradiated in vitro. For exa1:::1ple, the irreversible biological changes ;,:oduced in animals by various American workers c,:curred only when the tisst.e temperatures exceeded a ,,itical level. The same changes could presumably be : :oduced by other thermogenic agents, and point to no .,.-:cifk action of microwaves. ln some preliminary experiments Boyle and others<29) ";;idiated about 9 cm2 of an animal's leg at 8 W for : min. No general effects on the animal were observed, · :: the limb became rigid, swollen and discoloured at ··.~ site of application. Post-mortem coagulation necrosis ·•·'observed in the subcutaneous tissues, an effect which · •·,ilct be expected from any heating process. Clark(341 .!, summarized and analysed a number of other observa-. . ,:is on intense microwave heating of living tissues. He ·: monstrates the serious tissue damage which can be · it:~ed, particularly in organs such as the eye lens and · ·= testes, which have small blood and nerve supplies. i:.~• of the dangers suggested by Clark is that with . kn ions of the order of 10 cm wavelength, a positive ");iernture gradient may be set up in the tissues, the · :p,:r structures being at a higher ternperature than the 1 
:, with its \"arning mechanism of pain. It has, how:·r, been pointed outC30l that this should only ·occur 1 Gt. 3, FEBRUARY 1952 

under very exceptional conditions in which the skin is vigorously cooled by external means. Under all r ,mal conditions of irradiation no tissue is subject to a greater temperature rise than the skin and this in general will not tolerate a temperature of more than 45° C. ' A few attempts have been made to destroy malignant tumours in animals by means of microwave heating. Superficial tumours in mice have been irradiated (10 cm microwaves) usini a modification of the wave-guide contact applicator ·described previously. Regression of · tumours has been observed, presumbly due to coagulation following the heating. England(37) has obtained similar results when irradiating small rat tumours with 3 cm microwaves. Insufficient evidence bas been obtained to estimate the future possibilities of this process. 
De Seguin and others<35l have reported the biological effects of microwaves of 21 cm wavelength. The effects · on microbes in vitro, tissue cultures and laboratory animals were all found to be due to general heating. An attempt to destroy a virus by specific microwave absorption is reported by Epstein and CookY6> In one series of experiments small quantities of material containing the virus of the Rous fowl sarcoma were placed between mica sheets, mounted in a wave-guide and irradiated with 10 cm microwaves. During irradiation the temperature was allowed to rise freely. Under these conditions absorption of energy by dipolar orientation and ionic conduction in the medium surrounding the virus particles will be very high and will result in considerable temperatt,1re rises. After irradiation the virus material was found to be incapable of producing tumours, its activity having been destroyed by the heating. In a second series the specimens were maintained at - 70° C by means of solid carbon dioxide. At this temperature absorption by ionic conduction and dipolar orientation in the medium or in the virus itself is negligible. Epstein and Cook found no evidence of inactivation of the · virus under these conditions, indicating that in the frequency range used there is no specific resonant' 
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absorption. 
· The results up to the present of irradiations of biological materials by microwaves at relatively high power may be summarized thus: (a) no evidence has yet been produced of any specific biological effects other than heating due to ionic conductivity and dipole orientation; (b) heating of tissues takes place to an extent depending on the nature and depth of the tissues, but under all normal conditions the greatest temperature rise is in the skin which serves as a warning mechanism of possible ill effects . 
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ORIGINAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

Characteristics of the hot cathode electron microscope gun 
By M. E. HAINE, M.Sc., A.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E., and P.A. EINSTEIN, M.Sc., Grad.I.E.E., 

Associated Electrical Industries Research Laboratory, Aldermaston, Berkshire 
[Paper received 15 August, 1951] 

Experiments have been carried out on hot cathode, high-voltage three-electrode electron guns. The brightness has been measured and found under optimum operating conditions to approach closely the value expected from the theoretical considerations developed by Langmuir. The effect of varying geometry over a fairly wide range is shown to be of secondary importance, except in as far as it influences the bias conditions and current efficiency. The mechanism of electron beam formation is discussed briefly. 

The type of electron gun used on the electron micro
scope and, in some cases, other instruments such as the 
electron diffraction camera and high-speed cathode-ray 
oscillograph, consists (Fig. 1) of a tungsten hairpin 
filament as cathode, a modulator electrode or cathode 
shield, and an anode with a central hole to allow the 
beam to leave the gun; The electrodes are mounted 
coaxially and the shield is usually biased negatively with 
respect to the cathode, the anode/cathode voltage 
ranging from 20 kV to 100 kV or more. 

The performance of this type of gun has been dis
cussed by several authors. Hillier and BakerC1> described 
some peculiarities of the focused spot which occur under 
certain operating conditions. Ellis<2> analysed the gun 
performance by an approximate trajectory tracing method 
and showed that an image of the cathode wculd be 
formed between cathode and anode. Von Borries0> 
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described the measured properties of the electron micr 
scope gun, giving curves of the performance in terms , 
various geometrical parameters. Modifications of :: 
electron gun geometry to give a real instead cf vir[l: 
focus were described by Ericka and Brn::k, C4> Steig,: 
wald,<5> Renaud,<6) and Ehrenberg aod Spear.<7• 8> on: 
Bricka and Bruck have attempted to relate the brightnc 
given by the virtual and real focus types of gun ; 
Langmuir's<9>* theoreticai limiting value; unfortunatcl. 
their experimental results are somewhat restrictect .it 
appear to be in error owing to the aperture used in ti 

* Ncte added in proof: 
A paper by J. Dosset- has recently come to our attcntior. 

which the author attempts to correlate measured brightness 11 
the theoretical value. · Conclusions similar ro ours in linWrespects are reached but for a different type of electrc!l gun. 

t Z. Phys., 115, pp. 530-56 (1940). 
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